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ABSTRACT

Accurate assessments of marketing oPportunity, careful planning
eguitable evaluation and effective control of marketing activities are

the bases for profitable business operation. Effective marketingprograms depend on the skill, technical competence, and vision of

the planning group, the efficiency of organisational efforts, and

effective controls to achieve the established goals of the firm.
is a daunting challenge to the practicing manager. Formal

marketing planning is an integrative process which blends corporate

goals and resources with information on opportunities external to
planning is to develop creative and

This

the firm. The object of
innovative policies to guide corporate efforts in the market place.

Successful planing involves combining information management and
creative leadership to achieve marketing excellence and corporate
goals.
provides guidance to all managers about the direction and position
the firm wants to ach ieve.
other planning.
strategy.

The corporate strategic plan is the mas ter plan that

Ihis plan sets the boundaries for all
grand

is based on corporate marketing
objectives (dis Cussed above), and a coordinated marketing action

ideal

Functional strategy developed from1s

Marketing strategy

program is developed implement the strategy. The
marketing strategy would achieve what military strategists refer to
as a perfect econom y of force. In economicterms, this would be
the optimal strategy; that is, all resources of the firm, including

would be utilized so that it would be impossible topersonnel,
improve the efficiency
decreas ing the effectiveness of others

of one part of the Operation Without
With perfect economy of

force the firm would correctly allocate resources, including money,
to all marketing elements. But because of the nature of consumption
and competition, particularly the uncertain human element, perfect
economy of force represents an ideal, rather than a practical
planning goal
and achievable but with short-, medium- and long-term goals shown
separately. They should also be sufficiently chal lenging to stretch
the capacityand capabilities of the executives responsible fortheir

The company objecti ves must not only be realistic

achievement. To be included in the marketing plan all
and therefore quantifiable and

COmparadle for planning purposes. A forecast based on market sales

objectives must be definable

potential is based on futureCustomer requirements and is ameasurement of the needs of the market for a definite period intoune future. Every effort is made to predict changes in pattern of
aemand and on recent events of the immediate past which have notyet been sufficientl y significant in total or over an adequate per1oatLme for a trend to become clearly established. It will makeuLl allowance for new applications in established marketS dnOvatlons in new markets. In looking into the tuturessary to disassociate the mind from traditional product COra tO think more specifically about the product or Sethe company can

is

provide
aetermlend business activity. No company r organi

and which With the
1s Consistent

ee

agalnst competition for available purchasing power. OpposltlO ains erates in complete isolation, for even monopolies struguggie
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- accurate assessments of marketing opportunity , careful | Planning, 

uitable evaluation and effective control of marketing activities are 

es bases for profitable business operation. Effective marketing 

programs depend on the skill, technical competence, and vision of 
the planning group, the efficiency of organisational efforts, _and 

effective controls to achieve the established goals of the firm. 

This is a daunting challenge to the practicing manager. Formal 

marketing planning is an integrative process which blends corporate 

goals and resources with information on opportunities external to 

the firm. The object of planning is to develop creative and 

innovative policies to guide corporate efforts in the market place. 

“Successful planing involves combining information management and 

creative leadership to achieve marketing excellence and corporate 

‘goals. The corporate strategic plan is the master plan that 
‘provides guidance to all managers about the direction and position 

‘the firm wants to achieve. This plan sets the boundaries for all 

other planning. Functional strategy is developed from grand 

strategy. Marketing strategy is based on corporate marketing 

“objectives (discussed above), and a coordinated marketing action 

“program is developed to implement the strategy. The ideal 
“marketing strategy would achieve what military strategists refer to 

as a perfect economy of force. In economicygterms, this would be 

the optimal strategy; that is, all resources of the firm, including 

personnel, would be utilized so that it would be impossible to 

improve the efficiency of one part of the operation without 

decreasing the effectiveness of otners. With perfect economy of 

force the firm would correctly allocate resources, including money, 

‘to all marketing elements. But because of the nature of consumption 

and competition, particularly the uncertain human element, perfect 

economy of force represents an ideal, rather than a_ practical 

‘planning goal. The company objectives must not only be realistic 

and achievable but with short-, medium- and long-term goals shown 
‘Separately. They should also be sufficiently challenging to stretch 
the capacity and capabilities of the executives responsible for 
their achievement. To be included in the marketing plan all 
objectives must be definable and _ therefore quantifiable and 
comparable for planning purposes. A forecast based on market sales 
potential is based on future customer requirements and is a 
‘measurement of the needs of the market for a definite period into 

urs. Every effort is made to predict changes in pattern of 
De ne and on recent events of the immediate past which have not 
e anc oy Significant in total or over an adequate ee iod 
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from a substitute product or companies providing products or

aveavailable funds as the target tor Suppliers ranging trom paper clips

to computers, establishing the cause and effect of the forces of
services which indirectly fect performance. With the customers

and more critical as the degree ofcompetition becomes more
complexity of influential factors increases. I order to make an

assessment of these factors it is necessary t0 isolate those which

are likely to be most significant in their impact upon the market

place. Once these assessments have been made it is possi ble forr

to make a full and realistic evaluation of the
the company
marketing budget which will be required to achieve the planned

estblishedfrompenetration. In some industries winning

suppliers may

business

be easier to achieve than expanding the total

market. In other industries development of the growth potential may

be more feasible than a battle against established suppliers to win

business. The marketing executive must endeavour to reconcile the

needs of customers for a full service with the needs of his own
If he shouldcompany to provide a minimumn level of service.

decide that the most appropriate means by which his company can
providing

to his competitors, then the cost of
in the marketing

and

win sales at the of competitors is by aexpense
distribution service superior
that service is a deliberate expense incur red
budget as
expenditure. Because all forcasts are based on considered judgement

an alternative to other marketing activities

the systemm enablees executives to assess the likely alternative
COurses of action and allopportunities. As

changee
operating conditions requiring remedial action becomes a matter of
logical decision rather than pure hunch. Deviations from budget can
be investiga ted and the cause isolated. At the time the budgets

spotlight the best
alternatives have been considered in advance, any in

certainset,
anticipated ;

were environmental conditions must have been
investigations into actual conditions should highlight

the cause of deviations . To ensure that the appropriate action is
taken at a time calculated to produce best results, it is essential

company and industrial
taken to

that a barometer of perfor mance is
developed and steps aree
forecast company sales and forecast market shares. There are some
specialist organisations providing perfor mance comparisons within an
industry at reasonable cost. A company using Such an organisationwill need to develop only an internal early

monitor actual results against

warning system This
term by

can be done effectively for the long plotting ordersreceived by major product groups against the purchasing industryby standard industrial classification. Some constraintsimposed, including
periods the resources that

have been
policies, deadlines, the planning and payoff

may be utilized, and the performanceODjectives. More descriptive guidelines on the position they hoppemarketing will achieve may have been issued. Within that manySIded framework, marketers search thier databases and experiencehoping for clues on the ideal positionsmarketing mix to design. Market targeting consists of the ae ion
eOcesses conducted to find the markets to serve, wh1c f

to seek and the creative

two first steps above.It isdifficulties often a complex task because oft
Thein developing accurateODLem 1s worse in some rapidly changing industries wneare dynamic and firms are expanding quickly

profiles of customers.
s
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from a substitute product or compentes providing products or 

hae hich indirectly affect performance. With the customers! 
services Ww ds as the target for suppliers ranging from paper clips 

ee tablishing the cause and effect of the forces of 
to computers, =e es more and more critical as the degree of 

competition F  Trttnerrtiel factors increases. In order to make an 
compen" tY _ oe factors it is necessary to isolate those which 
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a Once these assessments have been made it is possible for 
Feary to make a full and realistic evaluation of the 

Sc ncetig budget which will be required to achieve the: . pLarwiag ; In some industries winning business from estblished 
Etec rai be easier to achieve than expanding the total 

Beorket! In other industries development of the growth potential may 

‘be more feasible than a battle against established suppliers to Hes 
“business. The marketing executive must endeavour to reconcile the 

“needs of customers for a full service with the needs of his own 

‘company to provide a minimum level of service. If he should 

decide that the most appropriate means by which his company can 
win sales at the expense of competitors is by providing a 
distribution service superior to his competitors, then the cost of 
that service is a deliberate expense incurred in the marketing 

budget as an alternative to other marketing activities and 

expenditure. Because all forcasts are based on considered judgement 

the system enables executives to assess the likely alternative 

courses of action and spotlight the best opportunities. As all 

alternatives have been considered in advance, any change in 

operating conditions requiring remedial action becomes a matter of 

logical decision rather than pure hunch. Deviations from budget can 

be investigated and the cause isolated. At the time the budgets 

were set, certain environmental conditions must have been 

anticipated; investigations into actual conditions should highlight 
the cause of deviations. To ensure that the appropriate action is 
taken at a time calculated to produce best results, it is essential 
that a barometer of company’ and _industrial performance is 
developed and steps are taken to- monitor actual results against 
forecast company sales and forecast market shares. There are some 
specialist organisations providing performance comparisons within an 
industry at reasonable cost. A company using such an organisation 
tom as to develop only an internal early warning systems This 

| ne gees for the long term by plotting | orders 

Deedes pire cee against the purchestug) ideas apg eacase nite assifica ion. Some constraints have been 
Dias. che me Q policies, deadlines, the planning and _ payoff 

hares ources that may be utilized, and the performance 
Dertean More descriptive guidelines on the position they hope 
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The marketer does not have full latityde in deciding objectives.

are prior constraints in pol1cles and in the
Rather there

ob jectives set for the corporatlon or SBU. Pertormance objectives

always should have been set for strategy, arnd often market position

objectives too. The latter should include a statement of the markets

in which to participate and or the busIness of that unit. Another
fundsWord from the corporation on the

would beconstraint concept of strategy
In the absence of an expliccit

members of the same organization can easily Tind themelves working
strategiic

available.
perspectives can blur

at cross purposes. Functional
priorities -as when the financial group vetoes new plant nvestment

this year because interest rates are so high, leaving the door open

to competitors to achieve real scale advantages.

intentions of the corporate leadership can remain a mystery to

people several levels
implementation. For example,

penetrate
priority in the packing room. The most important strategic decision

any firm makes is the selection of customers and markets to be

served
followed closely i impor tance by the choice of products tO be

offered

Similarly, the

upon for
down who are being depended

one Company trying very hard to
were consistently given lowest

expor t shipmentsan

It is
and targeting decCis1on.

the market segmentation
been argued

markets. The Customer, 1t has
to. those

throughout, it the "given" in marketing strategy, with the product

being a "variable" that gets tailored to fit the chosen customers'

needs. These market/product combinations define "businesses" in the

strategic sense, and they define the business that the company is

in. Here is another way of stressing that, especially in marketing

firms, marketing must be a general management responsibility. ThuS,

while the distinction among corporate, bus iness, and marketing

strategies is an important one, it is

management has a critical role to play in the planning process at

each level of strategy.

also true that marketing9

theTo avoid repetition and confusion,

discussion will not treat each level of strategic planning as a
separate process, howe ver
of the marketing planning process in general terms,

necessary distinctions among the different levels of strategy at
later stages in the discussion as appropriate. The planners often
don't spend a lot of time on the answers to the strategic questions,
for they are not in a good position to challenge the answers.
Unless the business is clearly in trouble the staff will accept what
the bus iness had prepared. One consequence is that the business
feel they can get away with a perfunctor y update of last year's
submission. The most obvious weak ness is the reliance on operating
management for the raw financial data.
advocates of their own position, and can't make informed judgementss
about investment

Instead, we will begin with an over view
making thee

But these managers are

opportunities Outside their business. Since
everyone knows the corporate financial standards, even the weakest
OusIness units feel compelled to submit projections showing they
Will eventually reach satisfactory returns.developing

T

he responsibility tor

leftthe initial strategy proposal is to the
toaC nctional business teams. The line managers, who will haveaccept and carry out changes in direction and new P cesolveunder the leadership of their general manager to debatetheir

eg1C 1ssues and decide which options for strateg
POpose. This is followed by a tough-minded COPO ate

Lil 

The marketer does not have full latitude in deciding objectives. 
Rather, there are prior constraints in policies and in the 

objectives set for the corporation or SU, Performance objectives 
always should have been set for strategy, and often market position 
objectivés too. The latter should include a statement of the markets 
in which to participate and of the business of that unit. Another 
constraint would be word from the corporation on the funds 
available. In the absence of an explicit concept of strategy, 
members of the same organization can easily find themelves working 

at cross purposes. Functional perspectives can blur strategic 

priorities - as when the financial group vetoes new plant nvestment 

this year because interest rates are so high, leaving the door open 

to competitors to achieve real scale advantages. Similarly, the 
intentions of the corporate leadership can remain a mystery to 

people several levels down who are being depended geomet for 
implementation. ‘For example, one company _trying very - e 

penetrate. an export shipments were consistently given ne 

priority in the packing room. The most important strategic decision 

the selection of customers and markets to be 
and targeting decision. It is 
the choice of products to be 

any firm makes _ is ¢ 
served, the market segmentation 
followed closely in importance by : 

offered to. those markets. The customer, it has been argued 

throughout, it the "given" in marketing strategy, with the product 
being a "variable" that gets tailored to fit the chosen customers! 
needs. These market/product combinations define "businesses" in the 
strategic sense, and they define the business that the company is 
in. Here is another way of stressing that, @specially in marketing 
firms, marketing must be a general management responsibility. Thus, 
while the distinction among corporate, business, and marketing 
strategies is an important one, it is also true that marketing 
management has a critical role to play in the planning process at 
each level of strategy. To avoid repetition and confusion, the discussion will not treat each level of strategic planning as a separate process, however. Instead, we will begin with an overview of the marketing planning process in general terms, making the necessary distinctions among the different levels of strategy at later stages in the discussion as appropriate. The planners often don't spend a lot of time on the answers to the strategic questions, for they are not in a good position to challenge the answers. ee the business is clearly in trouble the staff will accept what e business h i Biici feel they can agi ie Ra ay ndeiee ee ee 
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review of the assumptions and options identified by the planning

team, as a prelude to making resource commi tments . This is not the
tell" strategy review tound in many companies, with

"show and

elaborate presentations of a strategy advOcated by the business team

followed by perfunctory questioning. Instead, these reviews occur
during the shaping of

andexpectations
the strategy and concentrate on defining

laterpotential
marketing man has

flagging9 problems So
mutual
surprises are minimized. Once a

ever yone that a longer-term plan for the business is meaningful and
convinced

invol vement and commitment,
The longer the planning period,

their much spadework
has secured the nore
remains to be done
rigorously must he examine
example, be able to ignore the poS Sible effects of inflation in the

short run but this may be a vital factor in a ten-year plan. A

company cannot set up a rush programme by putting all its top

brand managers on the job for six months. Many marketing men seem
to fear

the conventions used. He may, for

corporate planners. They perhaps see the planners as

becoming the guardians of the long-term success of the enterprise,
a role which has been rapidly assumed by the marketing director.
I have already shown that this fear should be an unreasonable one
and that corporate planning is something the marketing man should
welcome, but much will depend on the way top management uses
corporate planning. It is not a means of supplanting the marketing
role in long range profit planning
success of those plans. Marketing Planning is a living, adapting,
and continuous process.

but a means of ensuring thee

Thus, the end of one cycle, including the
iterative steps from situation assessment through strategic thinking
about issues, to decisions about performance bjectives and courses
of action that culminate in implementation activities, signals the
beginning of another cycle of the cycle.
cycle is provided by a monitoring and control system that tracks

The bridge to the next

whether the strategy is
and whether the underlying asumptions remain valid.

one COurse to achieve the promisedobjectives
The heart of this system is performance criteria and relatedmeasures that are derived from the objectives and keyrequirements. For a strategy reqquiring new distribution methods aninventory control system
purpose would be to ensure that inventory levels at various stageswere not excessive and likely to back up in the system, or if theystarted to balloon in

successs

would be a high priority. The main

size there Would be ample warning soCorrective action could be taken. Of course, if too many seriOusdepartures from the expected are flagged by the control system, 1t
may be necessary to initiate a complete strategy review or pulltOgether a project team to deal with the specific issue causing the
problem.  
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of action that culminate in implementation activities, signals the 
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whether the strategy is one course to achieve the promised 
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oe derived from the objectives and key success 
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ara ce »e to ensure that inventory levels at various stages 
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Any plan involving a change trom existing patterns usually encounter

substantial resistance. The task of the marketing executive manaaind

change is to recognize the inevitable obstacles,

overcom ing them in his planning, and see that the organization needed

to implement the plan is structured to capital1ze on the opportunities

the plan is designed to meet. Th1s requires drive and persistence from

market planers comparable to the drive and persis tence required of

line executives. Operational strategy includes the marketing planning

that remains after determination of the tirm's grand strategy and over

all marketing plans. Organization, goods and services, Communication,

and distribution planning fall into the category of operational strategy.

Tactical planning in marketing directs the efforts of small groups or

individuals and indicates the tacticS and procedures to be used in a

given marketing situation. A salesman may spend hours preparing his

tactics for a half-hour sales interview. An advertising copywriter maay

spend several days on a particular piece of advertising copy. Anyone

with management aspirations must first master the pri1ciples of tactical

planning in his subfunction. In planning a future profit requirement it

will be essential to predict the sales volume required to achieve that

profit. Sales are the direct result of orders and orders themselves are

a result of quotations or tenders. Inquiries have to be obtained before

the company can implement the chain of events which lead to the

transaction being
historical performance, the

establish conversion ratios for each

actual amount of planned profit is agreed, the conversion ratios can be

applied to indicate the sales volume needed to achieve that profit and

the inquiries, quotations and orders which must be obtained before the

sales can be achieved. The period which Indian companies choose for

their sales forecast may
most companies five years is the most appropriate time span and, as

many products which will be sold in five years time are already

established within the present product range, it is normally possible

to use historical sales performance on which projections into the future

can be based. Such a projection is dependent upon future events being

similar to events which have happened in the past. Due allowance must

be made for change in general economic conditions and for changes in

competitive forces within the industry which serves the company 's

market, There is only element in the Indian business environment which

has any marked degree of certainty
change. It may be change in the size of a market or its structure, or
among the firms operating within the market, or
which it is concerned. Measurement of the total market should be
undertaken only after the business activity of the company has Dee
aetermined and a reasoned definition of the total market prepar
nere is frequent confusion about the total market for a partlc
product. It is, in fact,
dlstaCtlon of a need, irrespective of the productS, wn
need. Ihis means all types of food competeagalns

ng
provide ways of

By investiga ting
able torecorded in the sales ledger

bemarketing executive should
step in the chain. Once the

vary from five years to twenty years. Fobr

and that is the certainty of

the markets with

tne total amount of money spent In

ny aifferent types of transport are competitions; dll ie
s to business

the

or
CenCy are in competition. The manufacturer wn enetration , 1n

e

DOduCt to satisfy a need has a market DyP
similarwhich products Compete directly each othe. A

agalnst
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will not only win business fromcompany

competitors for similar products Dut will also expand the market by

penetration at the ex pense of 1ndirect competitors for the total market.

providing

marketing-orientatedd

Often, however, the Indiarn manuTacturer will endeavour to supply the

frequent
This usually neans

immediate delivery , relatively speaking9,

demand but an extended dellvery Tor 1ess popular products. In the

consumer goods field supermarket chains measure the perfor mance of ann

individual outlet by comparing 1tS pertor mance in growth against the

average for a previous per1od of sales per square foot of floor space

or per employee or even per cus tomer. A ratio of Scales of different

operating costs is kept in addition tO staff lists and details of

absenteeism. These are additional to the traditional measurements of

retail effectiveness, such as rate of stock turnover and net profit as a

percentage of capital employed. Though the actual implementation of a

budgetary control system is essentiially an accounting function, it is

necessary for the marketing executive to understand fully its workings,

functions and practical value.

infor mation fed in but also he will be responsible for its Control and

for reporting and recommend ing alternative courses of action should

they become necessary. Occasionally a company can avoid the disasters

of a temporarily
company. Study of the competitive profiles in the marketing plan,

followed by a detailed investigation of suitable partners, may reveal a

competitor which
Company 's own operation.
make a take-over bid, but realistic management must not discount the
advantage of soliciting for a bid to be made for one 's own company
this Course of action
marketing will not rise in the same proportion as he increase in
output. A fullpage advertisement in a newspaper or magazine will cost
the same, whatever the volume of business . Market resear ch studies of
the same scale will cost no more, whaever the size of firm,
salesmen are recruited normaly according to the number of customers
and prospects rather
practice, larger firms do spend more on these marketing functions inorder
appropriation, the easier it is to find an agency with a wide range ofskills and services. Advertising may be used more effectively as aresult. A broader blanket study should bring more and better facts fordecision making, so reducing the risk element and minimising the wasteof resources. It could mean that the companypromote, and then exploit, its product 's potential more effectively. ALarger firm may also be able to provide better training facilities forsalesmen

pertormance. When the evaluation has been made, planners should DePepared to set marketing objectives, whose performance is 11keLy
win the desired market positions.

maximum service at minimum cost.
for products in

Not only will he be preparing the

of anothermarket position by acquisitionpoor

ideally, complement theSupplement
The first consideration will always be to

would or

may prove more prudent. The elements of

and

than sal es turnover or sales potential. In

to achieve additional benefits. The bigger the advertising

would be able to

and, as result, product an improvement in sales

Given these
/e

Such esults. Marketing objectives are what a strategis firm

specific marketingPlanners turn to seeking stratagems that should acnieachieve,
ntends to ache ieve the objectives. There are chains of ends-medi

as distinguished from strategemsS, which are how a firmaecisions that start with general objectives and Kee
with general objectives and keep foCusing
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competitors for chap iar indirect competitors for the total market. 

penetration at the Date manufacturer will endeavour to supply the 
Often, however, the In : imum cost. This usually means providing 
maximum service at m Si ‘speaking, for products in frequent 
‘immediate delivery, ean ee for less popular products. In. the 

demand but an extended e ket chains measure the performance of an 
‘consumer goods field supermar ite performance in growth acdinet the 

individual outlet by ea f sales per square foot of floor space 

Biychage: 10 B_e ee Td custorner A ratio of scales of different 
or per employee or even Fur dition to staff lists and details of 
loperating costs is kept 00 1 to the traditional measurements of 
Bpsenteeism. These are aael a” f stock turnover and net profit as a 
retail effectiveness, such as eae es the actual implementation of a 

percentage of capital employed. ee ae accounting fancied, it ota 

budgetary control system 1s essentially derstand fully its workings, 

necessary for the marketing executive to unde! he be preparing the 
Functions and practical value. Not only will Ze its control and 
information fed in but also he will be responsible for 1} f 

: i tive courses of action should for reporting and recommending alterna ido the dinaeuees 

they become necessary. Occasionally a company can evo" o nes 

a temporarily poor market position by acquisition or another 

sompany. Study of the competitive profiles in the marketing plan, 

followed by a detailed investigation of suitable partners, may reveal a 

Sompetitor which would supplement or, ideally, complement the 

company's own operation. The first consideration will always be to 

ake a take-over bid, but realistic management must not discount the 

advantage of soliciting for a bid to be made for one's own company - 

this course of action may prove more prudent. The elements of 
marketing will not rise in the same proportion as he increase in 
Output. A fullpage advertisement in a newspaper or magazine will cost 
the same, whatever the volume of business. Market research studies of 
he same scale will cost no more, whaever the size of firm, and 
Salesmen are recruited normaly according to the number of customers 
and Prospects rather than sales turnover. or sales potential. In 
practice, larger firms do spend more on these marketing functions in 
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vii

Specifically toward 1mplementatlon o Strategy. These decision chains

start at the top of the organizatlon and move level-by-level into

marketing. In the absence of an expllclt statement of strategy, obsolete
patterns of corporate behaviour are ex traordinarily difficult to modifv.

Where there is no clear concept of

determination of what might be changed, and why, must rest on either

subjective or intuitive assessment his becomes increasingly unreliable

as the pace of change accelera tes.
variety of businesses. Either they have a diversified product line.

sell to widely different Customer groups, or

different distribution channels (Such as to both original equipment and

replacement markets) Consequentl y, 1t 1s 1mpor tant to look at the

range of business that the company 1s engaged 1n and to consider the

strategic issues inherent in each. Only then can strategy, as it applies

to the company itself, be discussed. Despite incessant complaints from

managers that their planning systems stifle the creativity that is the

essence of
systems that are bur densome,
budget preparation.
weak units are allocated too much capital while the best opportunities

are underfunded, because the financial forecastss
their relati ve attractiveness. A further flaw is the loss of cohesion
and integrated vision for
company is simply the sum of the parts, because the raw data and
proposals are originated by the business units. Adaptive planning often

forces changes in managerial roles. If strategy development is to be
the province of line managers, then corporate staff planners should
become facilitators and integrators rather than doers. In this type of
role the most effective planners are senior line executives on rotation.
They bring expertise and

what current strategy is, the

Most compan1es are engaged in a

use a number of very

in using excessi vely
time-consumig, and geared to short-run

The nei result for many companies is that their

routinizedstrategy, they persistt

don't discriminate

the entire company. The strategy for the

credibility no professional planner or
consultant can match and they also learn to be better general managers.
Such a shift in responsibility works only when the line managers areproper ly prepared.
support and training. As a result, strategic planning is seen as just
another burden imposed from above.

But many companies have not provided the right

Very human problems of real,creative, long range planning face the marketing man. Since he has topredict what will sel1, when, and in what quantities, his head is seenas being clearly on the block! Faced with a sickening responsibilityand experienced enough to know that his predictions will probably bewrong at least as often as they are right, he will be inclined to findreasons why longer range planning than he is used to should stay nearthe bottom of his work
prediction that makes some form of long range preparation all the moreenecessary. After all, your prediction that your present product Will goon selling for twenty
Surmise that you might be sellingentirely new product field in twentyplanner will tell that it is the process not the plan that 1S 1 isLal oT the plan could ell be obsolete almost as soon d

pile! However, it is the very uncer tainty of

years is only a little more probable than the
a completely new product in an

years time! Any good corporate

isne process which created itshould not be O te.
must
nk ing there is in forward planning and the more co

f1 Otance of review techniques. However, the marketlfulfil one absolutely fundamental role. The more programmnea
use
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different distribution channels (such as to both original equipment and 

replacement markets). Consequently, it is important to look at the 

‘range of business that the company is engaged in and to consider the 

strategic issues inherent in each. Only then can strategy, as it applies 

‘to the company itself, be discussed. Despite incessant complaints from 

managers that their planning systems stifle _the creativity that is the 

lessence of strategy, they persist in using excessively routinized 

Systems that are burdensome, time-consuming, and geared to short-run 
budget preparation. The nei result for many companies is that their 

eak units are allocated too much capital while the best opportunities 

ere underfunded, because the financial forecasts don't discriminate 

their relative attractiveness. A further flaw is the loss of cohesion 

integrated vision for the entire company. The strategy for the 

company is simply the sum of the parts, because the raw data and 

proposals are originated by the business units. Adaptive planning often 

torces changes in managerial roles. If strategy development is to be 

the province of line managers, then corporate staff planners should 
become facilitators and integrators rather than doers. In this type of 
role the most effective planners are senior line executives on rotation. 
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of mathematical prediction, the greater will be the need for creative
thought. The computer enables a Tar wider range of li kely variables to

growingg
to certain stimuli,

speed. This, combined with
be considered at great

conventionality in the responses of large Companies

inevitably increases the chances ot ditterent companies coming up with
the same idea. In consequence 1t 1s becoming much nore difficult to
makethe sort of break through that 9ives one's company a healthy solo
spot in a new field. This is where the questing mind of the marketing

A firm has a marketing problem when it facesin.man comes
uncertainty about vital
market to a marketing plan. Problems of the first type can be solved
by providing a reliable ans wer to a question of fact or reaching a
conslusion about some basic issues of marketing policy. This result is

achieved by gathering evidence
principles of decision theory .

marketing facts or about the reaction of the

and evaluating it, employing thee

DESIGN

Decision making relationship between the managements and the strategic
plans wene chosen as the empirical setting. Managers from three majorgroups (Multinationals ,

imit extraneous sources of variation. The companies represent a Wide
variety of products and industries.

Traditional an Government) were included to

Visits and inter viewS confirmed Our
process emplied in our hypotheses operated in those industries, andthat the
satisfactorily. Data from the middle managers as well as from the topmanagement were collected to assess the quality of the measures.

expectations that the type of

theoretical constructs in question could be measured

Drafts of the questionnaries were developed on the bas is of availableScales and preliminary investigations, and were administered at severalnead/corporate offices and branch offices in each group of companies.
The dissertain is an empirical study of Indian companies using a crossSectional
managers gives insights into the current corporate practices. The study
generates strategic recommendations to assist decision makers in Indian
Companies.

design. A study of the top-level and the middle-level
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